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Jean Girard – 2019 Winner 
Our 2019 Econorun Champion has been declared and for only the second time in the 35 year history 
of the event a women’s name will appear on the trophy. (Lucille Baster – of pink MG Midget fame – 
was the winner in 2002.) Even more interesting is the fact that until this year a passenger in a 
competitor’s car has never been the winner (I think) even though we always invite passengers to enter 
the fuel efficiency competition. 

This year’s Econorun took place on Sunday, August 18 and involved a drive of just over 75 kilometres. 
Starting at 50th Street and 137th Avenue the route proceeded north and east into the Gibbons area and 
then back to the start point. Sixteen people in 10 cars participated.  

At the completion of the run everyone gathered at the nearby Swiss Chalet for the tabulation of the 
actual fuel consumption data and the calculations of estimated and real fuel efficiency. As always there 
was a fair amount of head scratching amongst those whose cars performed either way better or way 
worse than their estimates. But in the end the winner was Jean Girard whose guess was closest to being 
right on. (Jean was off by only 1.35 MPG for my TR8.) 

At the conclusion of the official duties everyone relaxed in the restaurant. Some with just beverages 
and others with food to go with whatever they were drinking. Exactly the way most of our events end. 

Following are a few pictures. 

But this is not quite the end if the story. A Post Script is necessary. Jean Girard and her husband 
Normand were visiting from New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. The usual rule for the Econorun is that the 
winner organizes the event in the following year. Now, Nova Scotia has many sports car friendly roads 
but getting our members there for the 2020 run could be problematic. Therefore, we may have to look 
for a volunteer to be the Econorun organizer next year.  

Cheers!      

Alec Cherwenuk 
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